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Welcome to Adatto Weddings! It is our greatest pleasure to capture and tell the story of 
one of the most memorable events in your life. “Adatto” is the Italian word for “suited” which 
means, right or appropriate for a particular person, purpose or situation. Our aim is to rightfully 
represent and reflect the uniqueness of every couple we come in contact with. 

There is something so timeless and touching about being able to relive your big day through 
photos.  Adatto will ensure that your wedding album leaves an impression of your love that will
inspire generations. inspire generations. 

“True Love Stories Never Have Endings”
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*Extra Hour: $1199/hour
*Second Photographer: $349/hour
*Highlight Film: $4499 (3-4 Minutes)

Wedding Package A - $14,599
Supreme coverage with everything you ever dreamed of

     • All Day Coverage (up to 10 hours)

     • Second photographer

     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 600 Digital Negatives

     • 2 hour Enga     • 2 hour Engagement Session 

     • Highlight Film (3-4 minutes)

Wedding Package B - $9,399
Classic coverage with a few perks

     • 8 hours of coverage

     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 400 Digital Negatives

     • 1 hour Enga     • 1 hour Engagement Session

Wedding Package C - $6,949
Basic coverage covering all the essentials

     • 6 hours of coverage

     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 300 Digital Negatives

We are driven for perfection and invest effortlessly in your love story. We believe there is a package for everyone’s 

budget while still receiving the same high-quality results. Ask us about our Highlight Film that perfectly encapsulate 

the day in a short 3-4 minute video. Check out the information below to see what fits you best:
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*Extra Hour: $1199/hour
*Engagement session: 1.5 hours $1499
*Second Photographer: $349/hour
*Highlight Film: $4499 (3-4 Minutes)

Micro Wedding Package A - $6,949
     • 6 hours of coverage

     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 300 Digital Negatives

Micro Wedding Package B - $4,671
     • 4 hours of coverage

     • Online galle     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 150 Digital Negatives

Micro Wedding Package C - $2,648
     • 2 hours of coverage

     • Online gallery

     • Minimum 100 Digital Negatives
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8x8 20 Page -------------------- $3499

10x10 20 Page ----------------- $4499

Our signature album

ALBUMS

11x14 ----------------------------- $689

12x18 ----------------------------- $839

16x20 ----------------------------- $949

20x30 ----------------------------- $1609

24x36 ----------------------------- $2069

This superb image quality is a natural 
conversation starter.

ACRYLIC MOUNTS

5x7 ----------------------------------  $649

8x10 --------------------------------- $749

11x14 ------------------------------- $959

12x18 ------------------------------ $1039

16x24 ------------------------------ $1269

20x30 ------------------------------ $1549

24x36 24x36 ------------------------------ $1849

32x48 ------------------------------ $2909

40x60 ------------------------------ $4279

Your photo deserves a frame that stands out.
Choose between White, Black and Brown.

WOOD FLOATING FRAMES

12x18 ------------------------------ $599

16x24 ------------------------------ $749

20x30 ------------------------------ $889

24x36 ------------------------------ $1199

32x48 ------------------------------ $1929

40x60 ------------------------------ $3459

Lasting memories on prints that are 
High Quality.

CANVAS GALLERY WRAPS

5x7 ----------------------------------  $329

8x10 --------------------------------- $339

11x14 ------------------------------- $529

Canvas Wrap in an adorable small package.
EASEL BACK CANVAS WRAP

4x6 ----------------------------------- $249

5x7 ----------------------------------- $279

8x10 --------------------------------- $319

Perfect for display shelves.
CANVAS MINIS
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Anniversary Mini Session - $1,499
   • 1 hour session 

• Location of your choice 

• Online Gallery

• Minumum 25 Edited Images

• A la carte prints & products

As a sweet side note, for any customer who previously booked their weddings with us. We would like to 

extend a 20% discount in our a la carte menu, for all future anniversary session for you and your spouse, 

year after year. 
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Mini Session - $1,499
     • 1.5 hour session

     • Location of your choice

     • Online Gallery 

     • Minimum 25 Digital Negatives

     • A la carte prints & products 

A love-filled session at the perfect time 
of day

Weddings can be stressfill and run-over time. It’s difficult to both enjoy your 
wedding day and get all the photos you’ve been dreaming of. If high-quality 
wedding photography is a big priority for you, Post-Wedding sessions are a 
great option. There are several reasons for choosing to have a post-wedding 
photo session:

      - You’d rather spend the day celebrating with your loved ones and want  
    to take the stress away from trying to get all the photos on the day.

   - Your wedding day ran late and we didn’t have enought time as we    
    hoped for photos.

   - Your wedding day schedule didn’t allow enough time for photos.

   - You want to photograph at a location that was not permissable on    
    your wedding day

      - It rained on your wedding day and you didn’t get the opportunity to   
     get the photos you hoped for.

   - You want an excuse to wear your dress again (anniversary sessions are  
    very popular)

Post-Wedding day sessions allow us the opportunity to go to a more 
photogenic or meaningful location and get better lighting too. We will also be 
able to shoot more creatively in a stress-free environment.

YouYou will not only feel more relaxed and at ease, but more confident, rested and 
fully present for the session and it will shine through in the photos. You’ll be in 
a completely different state of mind than on the wedding day with no worries. 
Two people completely in-love together in a gorgeous place, with 
nowhere to rush off too, at the perfect time of day.
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How many hours of coverage do I need? 
One of our most frequently asked questions is: How long should I book my wedding photographer for? This is a great 

question, and we’re here to help you find the answer.

What do you want covered?
First, First, you need to decide what important details you want covered. Do you want a lot of getting ready shots prior to 

the ceremony? Do you want us to stay for the entire reception? These details will affect the length of time you will 

need us there. If you want us to stay for your reception party, and you want a lot of candid, getting ready shots, you 

will need full day coverage. If you just want a few getting ready shots, that will knock off some time. If you want us to 

stay for just the main events in the reception and not until the last guest leaves, then this will also shorten the day. By 

deciding on a start and/or end time, this is the first step to booking your package.

Ceremony LengthCeremony Length
Next, you need to think about the ceremony length. For a Catholic wedding, the ceremonies tend to be longer, so you 

will need to a lot more time for that. If you want us to cover you getting ready, the ceremony, and the reception, I 

suggest 10 hours for Catholic weddings. If you have a shorter ceremony, you won’t need to take out as much time 

from your schedule. 

Location Transfer
NNow let’s talk about location. If you have a shorter ceremony and your reception is at the same venue as your 

ceremony, then you won’t need as much time because you can take out travel time. I would say something like this 

would be good for six to eight hours, depending on the formal photos. 

On that same note, if your reception is at a different venue, you will need to include travel time into your schedule. 

Also incorporate the amount of time it takes to pack up all of your stuff to take to the reception. If you are going to 

take photos along the drive to the reception, more time will need to be added for that as well.
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Formal Photo Requirements
For formal photos, you have to consider how many people are in your bridal party, and how many people are going to 

be in your family photos. If you have a small bridal party and a small number of family members having photos done, 

(and you’re at the same location the whole time), then six hours will suffice. If you have a larger family or bridal party, 

you will need closer to eight hours.

Special Exit
IIf you’re doing a special exit from the reception, like a sparkler exit, you’ll need to have full day coverage.

Some weddings can be covered in just four hours. If you’re having a backyard wedding or a courthouse wedding 

where your reception is short (for example, no dancing, etc.) and maybe just like a sit down dinner at a restaurant, 

then this could all be covered in four hours time.

 

How far in advance should I book my wedding? 
As soon as possible. 

WWeekends tend to book up quickly, especially during peak wedding season.

What happens if you become ill on the day of my wedding?
This is a great question that we get a lot. As a professional, we have not one, but several back up plans. Our plan of 

action is to ensure you there will always be a professional photographer available to shoot photographs. 

Adatto Weddings is a member of different organizations that supply replacement photographers if a true emergency 

were to arise. 

How do I determine which package suits my needs? 
Each Each wedding package includes a pre-event consultation where we can meet up in person or by phone. We will have 

the chance to go over your budget and what exactly you envision!

Are there extra costs to have the images edited?
No. You will have a gallery of hand-edited photos fixed to perfection. We will go over which photos you want to 

choose, and if preferred, we can change the filters on those.
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Do you make all the couples have a first look, or is it optional? 
Not at all. This is completely optional. Both options have their perks and is a personal choice.

Do you bring assistants? 
Yes. we always have one assistant or a second shooter.

Do you have to eat a plated meal at the reception?
It It would be so kind of you if you did provide a meal. However, it is not requested. We do require a break to eat during 

the reception at some point quickly. From sun up to sundown, we are putting all our efforts into making your day 

special. Having a nice meal will give us the energy to keep the party going! If we do go on break, we prefer to eat 

when you eat. Who wants photos of them with their mouths full, anyways?

How do I book you? 
We have provided our contact information on the website. Feel free to call, text, or email us!

When is the remaining amount due? 
Any Any owed balance is due 14 days prior to the wedding date.

What forms of payment do you take? 
Cash, check, and Bank Transfer. If you have other methods of payment, please inquire about checking if it is 

accepted!

How far do you travel to photograph a wedding?
As far as you need us to. 

We have photographed all over Trinidad and Tobago, as well as, throughout the Caribbean. Our bags are packed!



www.adattostudios.com
868 7149338


